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You Can Relax Help Is On The WayYou Can Relax Help Is On The Way



Forecasting History is Always Easier Forecasting History is Always Easier 
Than Forecasting The FutureThan Forecasting The Future



Abraham Lincoln Abraham Lincoln 
(1809 (1809 -- 1865) said:1865) said:

“If we could first know where we 
are, then whither we are tending, 
we could then decide what to do 
and how to do it.”



Data recorded sequentially through time 
is called “Time Series Data”.

The analysis of time series data must 
use special statistical techniques, called 
“Time Series Techniques”.



If only we had known sooner….



How Would This Be Accomplished ?

By computing the probability of 
observing what was observed !



Early Warning Systems

Early warning systems should not 
simply detect high and low values, but 
should detect unusual activity 
inconsistent with expectations.



The mean can be unusual



Statistical packages have enormous influence over Statistical packages have enormous influence over 
analysis, especially over that of the analysis, especially over that of the less less 

sophisticated usersophisticated user. There is a tendency for the user . There is a tendency for the user 
to do  what is readily available in their software.to do  what is readily available in their software.



Typical Hierarchy Typical Hierarchy 
of Methodsof Methods

•Qualitative

Judgmental

Analogical



Typical Hierarchy Typical Hierarchy 
of Methodsof Methods

•Quantitative: Time Series Analysis

Smoothing

Trend Decomposition

Decomposition (e.g. Seasonal)

Box-Jenkins & Autoregressive Models



Typical Hierarchy Typical Hierarchy 
of Methodsof Methods

•Quantitative: Causal Modeling

Linear Regression

Multiple Regression

Econometric Modeling



A More Precise View A More Precise View 
of the Hierarchical Structureof the Hierarchical Structure
•Qualitative

Judgmental

Analogical

•Quantitative: Time Series Analysis

Causal Modeling 

Memory or Smoothing Models

Trend Decomposition



A More Precise View A More Precise View 
of the Hierarchical Structureof the Hierarchical Structure

•Qualitative

Judgmental

Analogical

•Quantitative: Time Series Analysis

Causal

Memory

Dummy



StateState--ofof--thethe--Art  Modeling Art  Modeling 
Procedures Optimally Combine Procedures Optimally Combine 

Three Kinds of StructuresThree Kinds of Structures
Yt =  Causal    +   Memory    +   Dummy

Future Value (at time t) of 
Variable of Interest



CAUSALCAUSAL

Using possible explanatory variables such as 

Temperature 

Unemployment Rates 

Labor Force Size etc.



MEMORYMEMORY

Using historical values such as Intakes last 
month, a year ago at this time, perhaps a rate-
of-change statistic embodying the auto-
projective pattern. 

Memory by itself is sometimes incorrectly 
referred to as Time Series Analysis, whereas 
TSA in it’s larger definition encompasses both 
Causals and Dummy Variables



DUMMYDUMMY

Using Month-of-the Year Profiles, Growth 
Patterns over Time (Level Shifts and/or 
Local Time Trends).



Let’s Review How These Let’s Review How These 
Components Have Been UsedComponents Have Been Used

Yt =  Causal +   Memory    +   Dummy



Forecasting HistoryForecasting History
(CAUSAL )(CAUSAL )



Sir Francis GaltonSir Francis Galton
Tropical Explorer
Eugenicist
Statistician
Anthropologist
Criminologist
Hereditarian
Half-cousin of Charles 
Darwin 
Psychologist



Galton on CorrelationGalton on Correlation

December 1888, Galton’s “Co-relations and their 
measurement, chiefly from anthropometric data”
If both measurements (midparent and child’s 
height) were expressed in terms of their probable 
errors, then both regression lines had same slope r 
(closeness of co-relation).
In addition, “co-relation” was originally used 
because “correlation” was taken and had different 
meaning.



Galton’sGalton’s Problem where Sample 1 might be Problem where Sample 1 might be 
Arkansas, Sample 2 New York etc.Arkansas, Sample 2 New York etc.



Galton’sGalton’s SolutionSolution



A More Common Problem where A More Common Problem where 
Sample 1 is Jan, 2002, Sample 1 is Jan, 2002, 

Sample 2 Feb, 2002, etc.Sample 2 Feb, 2002, etc.



Flawed When Applied Flawed When Applied 
To Time Series DataTo Time Series Data

A source for spurious correlation is a common 
cause acting on the variables.

In the recent spurious regression literature in time 
series econometrics (Granger & Newbold, Journal 
of Econometrics, 1974) the misleading inference 
comes about through applying the regression theory 
for stationary series to non-stationary series.



Flawed When Applied Flawed When Applied 
To Time Series DataTo Time Series Data

The dangers of applying the regression theory for 
stationary series to non-stationary series were 
pointed out by G. U. Yule in his 1926 "Why Do We 
Sometimes Get Nonsense Correlations between 
Time-series? A Study in Sampling and the Nature of 
Time-series," Journal of the Royal Statistical 
Society, 89, 1-69.



Some Examples of the misuse of Some Examples of the misuse of 
Regression/CorrelationRegression/Correlation

IQ and Foot Size seem to be related

The more fireman at a fire, the more damage is 
reported

The number of Churches in a town seem to be 
related to the number of Bars.

Babies Per Capita seems to be related to Storks 
Per Capita.



Flawed When Applied To Flawed When Applied To 
Time Series Data (2)Time Series Data (2)

More generally the misleading inference comes 
about through applying the regression theory for 
stationary series to series that have auto-regressive 
structure. 

Recognizing this , early researchers attempted to 
extract the within relationship (autoregressive 
structure) and then proceed to examine cross-
correlative (among) relationships.



Flawed When Applied Flawed When Applied 
To Time Series Data (3)To Time Series Data (3)

Initial attempts to adjust for within relationships 
included “de-trending” and/or differencing. 

Both are usually presumptive and often lead to 
“Model Specification Bias”. 



Flawed When Applied Flawed When Applied 
To Time Series Data (3)To Time Series Data (3)

Box and Jenkins codified this process by 
recognizing that an ARIMA filter is the optimum 
transform to extract the “within structure” prior to 
identifying the “among structure”. 

They pointed out that both “de-trending” and 
“differencing” are particular cases of a filter, 
whose optimized form is an ARMAX  model 
potentially containing both ARIMA and Dummy 
Variables such as Trends.



How to Identify the How to Identify the 
RelationshipRelationship

The first step to this process is to develop an ARIMA 
model for each of the user-specified input time series 
in the equation. 

Each series must then be made stationary by applying 
the appropriate differencing and transformation 
parameters from its ARIMA model.  



How to Identify How to Identify 
the Relationshipthe Relationship

Each input series is prewhitened by its own ARIMA 
model AR (autoregressive) and MA (moving 
average) factors. 

The output series is filtered by the input series AR 
and MA factors.

The cross correlations between the prewhitened input 
and output reveal the extent of this interrelationship.  



Why We Filter to IdentifyWhy We Filter to Identify
Y(t ) = W(B)X(t) + V(t )     (equation 1) 

Now if X(t) =[t(B)/p(B)]x(t)  then x(t)= [p(B)/t(B)]X(t) 

Using [p(B)/t(B)] on equation (1) we get

[p(B)/t(B)] Y(t ) = W(B) [p(B)/t(B)] X(t) + [p(B)/t(B)] V(t ) or 

y(t ) = W(B) x(t)  + W(t ) (equation 2) 

Enabling the identification of W(B) since x(t)  is a white noise process 
and cross-correlations between y(t)  and x(t) are meaningful as 
compared to the useless cross-correlations between Y(t ) and X(t) 

Note that [p(B)/t(B)] plays no role in W(B)  
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If If x(t) and and y(t ) are are bivariatebivariate normal normal 
( implies no ARIMA structure ( implies no ARIMA structure 
within x and within y ) thenwithin x and within y ) then



Let’s Review How These Let’s Review How These 
Components Have Been UsedComponents Have Been Used

Yt =  Causal    +   Memory +   Dummy



Historical development of Historical development of 
MemoryMemory





AutoAuto--Projective EquationsProjective Equations





The Family TreeThe Family Tree



Consider an “N Period” Consider an “N Period” 
Equally Weighted ModelEqually Weighted Model



The Mechanics of The Mechanics of 
a 60 day Weighted Averagea 60 day Weighted Average

If you wished to use a 60 period equal 
weighted average you would need to have 
available the most recent 60 values. In the 

early days of computing storage was a 
major problem thus Statistical Innovation 

was in order.



Relationship Between Number of Observations Relationship Between Number of Observations 
in an Equally Weighted Average and in an Equally Weighted Average and 

The Exponential Model Smoothing Coefficient The Exponential Model Smoothing Coefficient 
in terms of Average Age of the Datain terms of Average Age of the Data



R.G. Brown in 1961 developed the concept R.G. Brown in 1961 developed the concept 
of capturing historical data in a forecast and of capturing historical data in a forecast and 
then using that forecast and an adjustment then using that forecast and an adjustment 

for the last error to get a new forecast.for the last error to get a new forecast.

Y(new)=(1Y(new)=(1--a)*Y(old)+a*errora)*Y(old)+a*error



There was no theoretical development used just There was no theoretical development used just 
the idea that one could quickly compute an the idea that one could quickly compute an 
updated forecast and only two values were updated forecast and only two values were 

required to be stored.required to be stored.

1. The Previous Forecast1. The Previous Forecast
2. The Smoothing Coefficient(a)2. The Smoothing Coefficient(a)



In terms of selecting the appropriate Smoothing In terms of selecting the appropriate Smoothing 
Coefficient, one was told to try different values Coefficient, one was told to try different values 
between 0. and 1.0 and see which one you like between 0. and 1.0 and see which one you like 
best. Failing that you could call NYC and find best. Failing that you could call NYC and find 

out what they liked !out what they liked !



This method had an intuitive appeal as it was This method had an intuitive appeal as it was 
equivalent to exponentially forgetting the past or equivalent to exponentially forgetting the past or 

equivalently equally weighting a recent set equivalently equally weighting a recent set 
without having to store all the data. The IT folks without having to store all the data. The IT folks 
just loved it as it was fast and efficient if not as just loved it as it was fast and efficient if not as 

accurate as could be developedaccurate as could be developed



The Family TreeThe Family Tree



In 1957, Julius In 1957, Julius ShiskinShiskin developed an ad hoc developed an ad hoc 
approach to computing a Seasonal Factor. This approach to computing a Seasonal Factor. This 
was not based on mathematical/statistical theory was not based on mathematical/statistical theory 

but rather on an arithmetic/simple approach , full of but rather on an arithmetic/simple approach , full of 
assumptions, to computing a weighted average. assumptions, to computing a weighted average. 

His procedure was called X11 and is widely usedHis procedure was called X11 and is widely used. . 



IIn 1963 Box and Jenkins suggested using lagged n 1963 Box and Jenkins suggested using lagged 
correlation coefficients to IDENTIFY the nature of the correlation coefficients to IDENTIFY the nature of the 
required memory structure rather than assuming it as required memory structure rather than assuming it as 

Brown and Brown and ShiskinShiskin had.had.

Box was quoted as saying that his method would have Box was quoted as saying that his method would have 
been more aptly named “X12” since X11 is a particular been more aptly named “X12” since X11 is a particular 
subset and he drew heavily on the inspiration of subset and he drew heavily on the inspiration of ShiskinShiskin

while generalizing and objectifying the analysis.while generalizing and objectifying the analysis.



The relatively intense pattern identification The relatively intense pattern identification 
strategy suggested the need to mechanize strategy suggested the need to mechanize 

the processthe process. . 

This lead rather naturally into pattern This lead rather naturally into pattern 
recognition schemes to automatically identify recognition schemes to automatically identify 

the form of the models. AUTOBOX was the form of the models. AUTOBOX was 
introduced in the early 70’sintroduced in the early 70’s



The “technical approach method” popular in the The “technical approach method” popular in the 
financial markets is a form of ARIMA or financial markets is a form of ARIMA or 

AutoprojectiveAutoprojective ModellingModelling..

Similarly “The Rate of Change” Procedures are Similarly “The Rate of Change” Procedures are 
also a form of ARIMA. also a form of ARIMA. 

For example For example Smoothed Rate of Change (SROC) Smoothed Rate of Change (SROC) 
first calculates a 13first calculates a 13--dayday exponential moving exponential moving 

averageaverage of closing price. Then calculate a 21of closing price. Then calculate a 21--dayday
Rate of ChangeRate of Change of the exponential moving average.of the exponential moving average.



A Memory Model is aA Memory Model is a
“Poor Man’s Causal Model”“Poor Man’s Causal Model”

If     Y(T) = f [ X(T) ]            (1)
Then  Y(T-1) = f [ X(T-1) ]     (1A)
and inverting we get

X(T-1) = g [ Y(T-1) ]   (1B)
Now, if  X(T) = h [ X(T-1) ]      (2)
then using (1B) we get  

X(T) =  i [ Y(T-1) ]       (3)
Substituting (3) into Equation (1) for X(T) yields

Y(T) = j [ Y(T-1) ]        (4)
Thus the History of a series can be a proxy for 

an omitted Causal Series



Let’s Review How These Let’s Review How These 
Components Have Been UsedComponents Have Been Used

Yt =  Causal    +   Memory    +   Dummy



Historical development of Historical development of 
DummyDummy



Early researchers assumed Trend Models and Early researchers assumed Trend Models and 
Additive Seasonal Factors like the HoltAdditive Seasonal Factors like the Holt--Winters Winters 

Class of Models. Again identification was bypassed Class of Models. Again identification was bypassed 
and Estimation was conducted based upon an and Estimation was conducted based upon an 

assumed model.assumed model.



No thought was given to distinguishing between No thought was given to distinguishing between 
Level and Trend Changes or the detection of break Level and Trend Changes or the detection of break 

points in trends. No consideration was given to points in trends. No consideration was given to 
detecting the onset of “seasonal factors”detecting the onset of “seasonal factors”



Intervention Detection schemes introduced in the Intervention Detection schemes introduced in the 
early 1980’s suggested the empirical construct of early 1980’s suggested the empirical construct of 

Dummy Variables. Dummy Variables are related to Dummy Variables. Dummy Variables are related to 
Trends and  Level ShiftsTrends and  Level Shifts



The Family of Dummy Variables

Pulse        Zt =  0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0
Level Shift       Zt =  0,0,0,0,1,1,1,1,1,,,,

Pulse Level Shift



The Family of Dummy Variables

Seasonal Pulse Zt =   0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,,,,,
Time Trend Zt =  0,0,0,0,1,2,3,4,5,,,,,

Seasonal Pulse Time Trend





OutliersOutliers

One time events that need to be “corrected for” in 
order to properly identify the general term or 
model 
Consistent events (i.e. holidays, events) that 
should be included in the model so that the future 
expected demand can be tweaked to anticipate a 
pre-spike, post spike or at the moment of the 
event spike.
If you can’t identify the reason for the outlier than 
you will not get to the root of the process 
relationship and be relegated to the passenger 
instead of the driver



OUTLIERS: OUTLIERS: 
WHAT TO DO ABOUT THEM?WHAT TO DO ABOUT THEM?
OLS procedures are INFLUENCED strongly by 
outliers. This means that a single observation can 
have excessive influence on the fitted model, the 
significance tests, the prediction intervals, etc.  

Outliers are troublesome because we want our 
statistical models to reflect the MAIN BODY of the 
data, not just single observations. 



Example of a Example of a 
Pulse InterventionPulse Intervention

Zt represents a pulse or a one-time 
intervention at time period 6.

Zt = 0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0



Modeling Interventions Modeling Interventions --
Level ShiftLevel Shift

If there was a level shift and not a pulse then 
it is clear that a single pulse model would be 

inadequate thus Yt = BO + B3Zt + Ut

0,,,,,,,,,,,,,i-1,i,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,T

Assume the appropriate Zt is 
Zt = 0,0,0,0,1,1,1,1,1,1,,,,,,,T
or  Zt = 0  t < i

Zt = 1  t > i-1
}



Modeling Interventions Modeling Interventions --
Seasonal PulsesSeasonal Pulses

There are other kinds of pulses that might need to be 
considered otherwise our model may be insufficient. 

For example, December sales are high.

D              D            D

The data suggest this model 
Yt = BO + B3Zt + Ut

Zt = 0   i <>12,24,36,48,60 

Zt = 1   i = 12,24,36,48,60



Modeling Interventions Modeling Interventions ––
Local Time Trend Local Time Trend 

The fourth and final form of a deterministic variable 
is the the local time trend.  For example,      

1………. i-1, I,,, T   

The appropriate form of Zt is

Zt = 0   t < i 
Zt = 1   (t-(i-1)) * 1 >= i 

Zt = 0,0,0,0,0,0,1,2,3,4,5,,,,,



Intervention ModelIntervention Model
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Error Component
(Accounts for underlying ARIMA 
structure of the time-series)

Response Function
(Describes the timing and form of 
the intervention)



The advantages of a timeThe advantages of a time--
series Boxseries Box--Jenkins approach Jenkins approach 

versus a classic multiple versus a classic multiple 
regression approach are:regression approach are:



Omitted stochastic series can be 
proxied with the ARIMA structure
Omitted Deterministic series can be 
empirically identified (Intervention 
Detection)

Advantages of BoxAdvantages of Box--JenkinsJenkins



The form of the seasonality can 
either be auto-projective    
( i.e. project from seasonal lags) or 
use one or more Seasonal 
Dummies versus using them all. 
Furthermore the intensity of the 
seasonal factors may have 
changed over time.

Advantages of BoxAdvantages of Box--JenkinsJenkins



The form of the non-stationarity can 
be one or more local trends and/or 
level shifts or differencing versus 
the assumption of one monotonic 
trend

Advantages of BoxAdvantages of Box--JenkinsJenkins



The form of the relationship can be 
either fixed for a number of periods 
or dynamic (ripple effect) 
It can have a period of delay as 
compared to a pure fixed effect ( 
i.e. change in x immediately effects 
y but no other y)

Advantages of BoxAdvantages of Box--JenkinsJenkins



From From 500 Miles High500 Miles High
This is a StraightThis is a Straight--forward Business forward Business 

Intelligence ProblemIntelligence Problem

We observe Intake Data for a particular 
geographical area for a number of 
months. We know what some other 
demographic variables were. 
We know what the weather was. 



From From 0 Miles High0 Miles High
This is a Difficult Statistical This is a Difficult Statistical 

Modeling Problem !Modeling Problem !
What we don’t know is which of the known 
variables have an effect and the temporal form 
of that effect. 
We don’t know how to use historical values of 
Intake , if at all.
We don’t know if there is a month-of-the-year 
effect.
We don’t know about the effect of unusual 
activity that may have occurred during the 
observed history.



Determine which of the user-suggested input 
series are statistically significant and what lags 
are appropriate.
Determine what lags are needed of the output 
series
Determine how the variability changes over time
Determine how the parameters change over time
Determine if the model/parameters differ by 
geographical area. 



Traditional techniques 
assumed a Model and then 

selected that model that 
was deemed the “best”.



Textbook Example 
(Bad)



How do Seasonal Factor How do Seasonal Factor 
models get Fooled?models get Fooled?

•y(t) = b0 + b1*t where t is time one generates t 
residuals or errors 

•a(1),a(2),a(3)…..a(27) . If one were then to average 
a(1)+a(13)+a(25) to get a January effect and 
similarly for each of the other other 11 months, then 
one would get a “seasonal forecast” all without any 
formal test of seasonality

•Unusual values become part of the Seasonal 
Process rather than being isolated or identified as 
being exceptional.



AUTOBOX MODEL



An Illustrative Example
From The DC Department 

of Corrections.



An Illustrative Example.















Traditional techniques 
assumed a “set of models” 

and then selected that 
model that was deemed 

the “best” based .



The “Pick Best” Approached FavoredThe “Pick Best” Approached Favored
by Some Software Packagesby Some Software Packages



Yields Rather Uninteresting Results



Residuals Suggest a Poor Model



If You  Assume a Holt-Winters  Model



Residuals Suggest 
A Poor Model



Forecasts Institutionalize a 
False Seasonality



We wish to Model/Predict Total Intakes 
Using As Possible Predictor Variables:

Analysis for Variable Y = 
TOTAL_INTAKES 
X1 = TOTALREPCRIM
X2 = TOTALCASES 

X3 = LABOR_FORCE 
X4 = UNEMPLOYMENT
X5 = TEMP+DEF_F
X6 = RH
X7 = TOTAL_RELEASES 



We wish to Model/Predict Total Intakes 
Using As Possible Predictor Variables:

Analysis for Variable Y = TOTAL_INTAKES 
X1 = TOTALREPCRIM          usao
X2 = TOTALCASES              usao
X3 = LABOR_FORCE            dol
X4 = UNEMPLOYMENT        dol
X5 = TEMP+DEF_F               www.noaa.gov
X6 = RH                 www.noaa.gov
X7 = TOTAL_RELEASES     dc doc



In attempting to formulate the modelIn attempting to formulate the model
Y=Y=XbXb + V, classic multiple + V, classic multiple 

regression assumes  the following:regression assumes  the following:

.V is uncorrelated

.V has no outliers

.Relationship is contemporary



Y(T) = 254.94 +X1(T)(.244) 
+X2(T)(.563) +V(T)

Y = TOTAL_INTAKES
X1 = TOTALCASES 

X2 = TOTAL_RELEASES 

R Square = .719382 



While Conducting Model Diagnostic Checking While Conducting Model Diagnostic Checking 
of the Assumed Model of the Assumed Model 

Y=Y=XbXb + V + V 

AUTOBOX foundAUTOBOX found::

.V is significantly autocorrelated

.V has an inlier at 2003/4 ( time point 16 is 
71.9 higher than it should have been)

.There is a deterministic seasonal component 
for August (- 79.4)

.Relationship is dynamic (multiple-lagged)



V(T)= A(t)+Omitted Lags of the 
Causals + A Seasonal Pulse + An 

Inlier + Autocorrelation 

We have a case where causals 
were incorrectly rejected due to the 

inflated variance of the errors.

Residuals Suggest a Poor Model



A BoxA Box--Jenkins approach is Jenkins approach is 
really a regression model with really a regression model with 

builtbuilt--in diagnostic checking in diagnostic checking 
culminating in an efficient culminating in an efficient 

model.model.



A Transfer Function Model is also called Generalized A Transfer Function Model is also called Generalized 
Least Squares as it incorporates both nonLeast Squares as it incorporates both non--constant constant 

variance and correlated data opportunitiesvariance and correlated data opportunities..



Combining Causals, Memory and Dummy Variables

History of Intakes and Forecasts with 95% Limits



Combining Causals, Memory and Dummy Variables



Combining Causals, Memory and Dummy Variables



Combining Causals, Memory and Dummy Variables



Combining Causals, Memory and Dummy Variables



Traditional techniques











A Forecasting Model is a Planning Tool Not 
Just An End In Itself !



Impact Assessment <> What if Unemployment Slowly Rises?







A Memory Component in a Causal Model A Memory Component in a Causal Model 
is a Proxy for an Omitted Variableis a Proxy for an Omitted Variable

If Y(T)  =  [ X(T) ]   +   g[ Z(T) ] + A(T) and you omit Z(T) then
Y(T)  = [ X(T) ] + V(T) where V(T)= g[ Z(T) ] + A(T) .

If Z(T) is an auto-projective sequence then V(T) will be auto-
projective and thus auto-correlated yielding V(T)= [T(B)/P(B)] A(T ) 

Y(T) = X(T ) + [T(B)/P(B)] A(T ) 

where  {T(B)/P(B)}=ARMA model for   unobserved series Z(T) 
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In April of 1975, Massachusetts enacted a gun 
control law relating to armed robbery. It is natural to 
want to asses the impact of the law on the incidence 
of armed robberies in different geographical areas. 
One approach is to use historical data on Boston 
Armed Robberies from March, 1972 to March, 1975 
(111 values) to develop a forecast and then to 
compare the actual for the next set of periods (7) up 
to and including October 1975 (period 118). 
We present the history , forecasts and a comparison.

* with acknowledgement to Dr.William Sabol 
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Another approach , leading directly to a formal 
statistical test is to explicitely introduce as a 
supporting variable an Event Variable reflecting the 
known introduction of the law.he impact of the law on 
the incidence of armed robberies.    

Zt = 0,0,0,0,,,,,1,1,1,1,1,,,,,,T

or Zt = 0  t < i  

Zt = 1  t > i-1

N.B. that this is not Intervention Detection as the 
variable is known and not detected
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